Stand Together is proud to have athletes from a large variety of different countries represented on our two teams, the Portland Timbers and Portland Thorns FC. We celebrate the diversity of our athletes and our supporters, and create a culture of inclusion and respect. We invite you to explore the countries represented on the PTFC rosters through this Diversity Passport.
ARGENTINA

What is the capital of Argentina?

Draw the flag of Argentina:

AUSTRALIA

What is the national animal of Australia?

What Australian city do Marlin and Dory travel to in search of Nemo, in Disney’s Finding Nemo?

How many states are in Australia?

ATHLETES FROM THIS COUNTRY:

SEBASTIÁN BLANCO • DIEGO VALERI • TOMÁS CONECHNY

ATHLETES FROM THIS COUNTRY:

ELLIE CARPENTER
How many miles long is the border of Canada and the United States? ______

Canada is the ______ largest country in the world.

What year was the Hudson Bay, Canada’s largest bay, discovered? __________________________

CA MEROON

Because of its geological and cultural diversity, Cameroon is often called ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______

What is the highest point in Cameroon? __________________________

What year did the Cameroon Men’s National Football Team win an Olympic Gold Medal? __________________________

ATHLETES FROM THIS COUNTRY:

CHRISTINE SINCLAIR

ATHLETES FROM THIS COUNTRY:

JEREMY EBOBISSE
CHILE

Approximately ____ of the land in Chile consists of mountains.

What is the capital of Chile?

_________________________________

What is the most popular sport in Chile?

_________________________________

COLOMBIA

Colombia is named after which famous explorer?

_________________________________

Which famous mountain range is located in Colombia?

_________________________________

What colors are on the Colombian flag?

_________________________________

ATHLETES FROM THIS COUNTRY:

FELIPE MORA

DAIRON ASPRILLA • DIEGO CHARA • YIMMI CHARA
COSTA RICA

What two countries boarder Costa Rica?
_________________________ & ___________________

What is the capital of Costa Rica?
_________________________

Which two bodies of water surround Costa Rica?
_________________________ & ___________________

ATHLETES FROM THIS COUNTRY:
JULIO CASCANTE • MARVIN LORÍA • ROCKY RODRÍGUEZ

CROATIA

On which sea is Croatia located?
_________________________

What type of currency is used in Croatia?
_________________________

How many countries border Croatia?
_________________________

ATHLETES FROM THIS COUNTRY:
DARIO ŽUPARIĆ
**DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO**

The Democratic Republic of Congo is the _________ largest country in Africa.

What was the Democratic Republic of Congo known as from 1971 to 1997?
________________________________________

The ________________ flows through the Democratic Republic of Congo and is the deepest river in the world.

---

**EL SALVADOR**

What is the official language of El Salvador?
________________________________________

El Salvador experiences lots of earthquakes and volcanic activities due to the Pacific ________________

---

**ATHLETES FROM THIS COUNTRY:**

LARRY MABIALA

**ATHLETES FROM THIS COUNTRY:**

ANDRÉS FLORES
FRANCE

What is the national animal of France?

How do you say “Thank you” in French?

What year did the Tour de France start?

---

MADAGASCAR

Madagascar is the ____ largest island in the world.

What is Madagascar’s national animal?
(Hint: they like to “move it move it” in the Disney movie)

What ocean surrounds Madagascar?

---

ATHLETES FROM THIS COUNTRY:

LARRYS MABIALA • JEREMY EBOBISSE

ATHLETES FROM THIS COUNTRY:

JEREMY EBOBISSE
NEW ZEALAND

Draw a Kiwi, the national animal of New Zealand

What is the largest city in New Zealand?

PARAGUAY

Which three countries surround Paraguay?

What is the country motto of Paraguay?

How many stripes are on Paraguay’s Flag?

ATHLETES FROM THIS COUNTRY:

BILL TUILOMA

ATHLETES FROM THIS COUNTRY:

CRISTHIAN PAREDES • JORGE MOREIRA
**PERU**

What is the capital of Peru?
_____________________________

Which civilization settled on Machu Picchu?
_____________________________

Peru is the ______ most populated country in South America.

**POLAND**

What is Poland’s national symbol?
_____________________________

Poland is the ____ largest country in Europe.

What two colors make up the Polish flag?
_______________ & ____________

**ATHLETES FROM THIS COUNTRY:**

ANDY POLO

**ATHLETES FROM THIS COUNTRY:**

JAROSŁAW NIEZGODA
SLOVENIA

What mountain is on the Slovene Coat of Arms?

What is the capital of Slovenia?

Slovenia is located within the ___ Peninsula.

UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA

Draw the United States’ National Mammal – the American Bison:

When is Independence Day?

ATHLETES FROM THIS COUNTRY:

ALJAŽ IVAČIČ

ATHLETES FROM THIS COUNTRY:

JEFF ATTINELLA • BELLA BIXBY • BLAKE BODILY • CELESTE BOUREILLE • SIMONE CHARLEY • STEVE CLARK • CHRIS DUVALL • JEREMY EBOBISSE • BRITT ECKERSTROM • MARISSA EVERETT • MARCO FARFAN • ADRIANNA FRANCH • TOBIN HEATH • LINDSEY HORAN • KELLI HUBLY • MEGHAN KLINGENBERG • TYLER LUSSI • EMILY MENCES • MEAGHAN NALLY • EMILY OGLE • MADISON POGARCH • KATHERINE REYNOLDS • ANGELA SALEM • BECKY SAUERBRUNN • GABBY SEILER • SOPHIA SMITH • JORGE VILLAFANÑA • MORGAN WEAVER • CHRISTEN WESTPHAL • ERYK WILLIAMSON
CONGRATULATIONS!

This completes your journey around the world with the Portland Timbers and Thorns FC! Share your journey around the world with us by taking a video of your completed passport and post it on Twitter or Instagram tagging @ptstandtogether!

VENezUELA

_______________ is the most popular sport in Venezuela.

Which three countries border Venezuela?

___________________________________________

What is the official language of Venezuela?

___________________________

ATHLETES FROM THIS COUNTRY:

RENZO ZAMBRANO
ARGENTINA:
1. Draw the flag
2. Buenos Aires

AUSTRALIA:
1. Red Kangaroo
2. Sydney
3. Six

CANADA:
1. 8,891 miles
2. 2nd
3. 1610

CAMEROON:
1. “Africa in miniature”
2. Mount Cameroon
3. 2000

CHILE:
1. 80%
2. Santiago
3. Soccer

COLOMBIA:
1. Christopher Columbus
2. Andes
3. Yellow, blue and red

COSTA RICA:
1. Nicaragua and Panama
2. San Jose
3. Pacific Ocean and the Caribbean Sea

CROATIA:
1. Adriatic
2. Kuna
3. Six

CROATIA:
1. Adriatic
2. Kuna
3. Six

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO:
1. 2nd
2. Zaire
3. Congo River

EL SALVADOR:
1. Spanish
2. Ring of Fire

FRANCE:
1. Gallic rooster
2. Merci
3. 1903

FRANCE:
1. Gallic rooster
2. Merci
3. 1903

MADAGASCAR:
1. 4th
2. Ring-tailed lemur
3. Indian Ocean

NEW ZEALAND:
1. Draw a Kiwi (bird)
2. Auckland

PARAGUAY:
1. Argentina, Brazil and Bolivia
2. Peace and Justice
3. Three

PERU:
1. Lima
2. Inca
3. 4th

POLAND:
1. White Eagle
2. 9th
3. Red and white

SLOVENIA:
1. Triglav
2. Ljubljana
3. Balkan

USA:
1. Draw a Bison
2. July 4th

VENEZUELA:
1. Baseball
2. Colombia, Brazil, Trinidad & Tobago
3. Spanish